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01 China’s growth deceleration likely to continue

China’s GDP growth slowed to 6.2% YoY in Q2, the lowest level in 27 years, and 
appears to have kept falling in Q3. In August, China’s manufacturing PMI index eased 
to 49.5, down from 49.7 in July. It was the fourth consecutive month that the PMI 
stayed in negative territory, i.e. below 50. The PMI indicator of new export orders 
remained a drag at 47.2 in August, showing how exports are stifled by trade tariffs.

We expect China’s growth rate to keep decelerating in the rest of this year, for three 
main reasons. First, export growth could slow down further or even contract in Q4 as 
the recent hikes in U.S. tariffs make themselves felt. Secondly, subdued consumer 
sentiment and softening labour markets are putting the brakes on personal 
consumption. Thirdly, investment in property is unlikely to pick up because the 
government is reluctant to fuel a further increase in household debt. 

Well aware of these concerns, China has just announced a new round of monetary 
stimulus. On September 6 the reference Reserve Requirement Rate (RRR) interest rate 
was reduced by 50 bps. There will be a further cut for some commercial banks by 100 
bps in two stages later this year. In total, the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) will inject 
RMB 900bn of liquidity into the banking system. Fiscal stimulus could follow soon, 
especially measures aimed at easing the financing conditions of small and medium-
sized companies. Additionally, the government could increase the quota for local 
government debt issuance in order to boost infrastructure investment and aid poverty 
reduction programmes. For these reasons, we expect China’s GDP growth to 
decelerate to 6.1% in H2 of this year, down from 6.3% in H1. Our full-year GDP 
forecast for 2019 is 6.2%. 

02 Korea/Japan trade tensions could prompt BoK rate cuts

Since July this year, trade tensions between Japan and Korea have escalated. On July 
4, Japan implemented a 90-day application process for exports of three kinds of high-
tech materials (polyimide, etching gas and resist) to Korea. It also removed Korea’s 
preferential treatment status on export procedures from August onwards. Korea 
retaliated by removing Japan from its own list of trading partners with preferential 
treatment. Korea has put Japan into a newly created bracket in which Korea’s 1735 
strategic export products to Japan require stringent documentation and longer 
application processes. 
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Key take aways

• Growth in most Asian economies is slowing down due to falling exports and 
weak domestic demand, as the U.S./China trade dispute continues. 

• In response, we expect more Asian countries to apply monetary and fiscal 
stimulus. Some economies are more exposed to international trade than others. 

• We are cautious on Asian equities in the short term, due to the likelihood of 
continued trade tensions and the risk of earnings downgrades. 

• We are however constructive on Asian credit thanks to Fed rate cuts and 
resilient credit fundamentals. 
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These non-tariff trade barriers are detrimental for Korea’s trade 
with Japan. Exports to Japan account for 1.8% of Korea’s GDP, 
while imports from Japan make up 3.1% of its GDP. Polyimide, 
etching gas and resist are important materials for the 
production of semiconductors and flexible displays; 40-90% of 
Korea’s imports in these materials come from Japan. These 
tightened trade measures could severely hurt Korea’s 
production chain of semis and displays.

We think that Korea is one of the economies most exposed to 
global trade tensions. Exports and imports represent 35% and 
32% of Korea’s GDP, respectively. For this reason, we consider 
further rate cuts by the BoK (Korea’s central bank) to be likely. 

03 India’s downside surprise on growth prompts fiscal support

India’s GDP growth slowed to 5.0% YoY in Q2 2019, down from 
5.8% in the previous quarter, undercutting market expectations 
of 5.7%. The main drag on growth came from consumption, 
which grew by a paltry 3.1% in Q2, the lowest level in over four 
years. Sales of passenger vehicles have been declining for 13 
consecutive months and exports have born the brunt of the 
recent escalation in global trade tensions. 

As a result, the RBI (India’s central bank) has already cut its 
reference rate four times by accumulative 110 bps this year. In 
August, the policy rate was cut by 35 bps to 5.4% due to slow 
growth and low inflation, exceeding market expectations of a 25 
bps rate cut. We think that the RBI could keep cutting rates in 
coming quarters, as downside risks to growth are increasing 
while inflation remains subdued. 

On the fiscal side, the Finance Minister announced several 
measures to stimulate growth in August, including efforts to 
improve the transmission of monetary easing and tax cuts for 
foreign portfolio investments and start-ups. Additionally, 
specific support measures for the car industry such as deferred 
registration fees and depreciation allowances on all vehicles
have been announced. 

However, we think that these measures are unlikely to turn 
around the fortunes of the Indian economy and therefore expect 
a continued slowdown of India’s growth in the second half of 
this year. 

04 Indonesian growth relatively unaffected by trade tensions

Indonesia’s GDP growth remained largely steady at 5% YoY in 
Q2 this year, slightly below the 5.1% reached in the previous 
quarter. A rundown in inventories is what held back the 
expansion, because otherwise personal consumption proved to 
be resilient, growing at 5.4% YoY in Q2. Government 
consumption rose even more sharply, by 8.2% YoY. Fixed 
investment was up 5.0% YoY. Exports and imports were down -
1.8% YoY and -6.7% YoY, respectively.

Compared to other export-oriented economies in the region, 
Indonesia is less affected by the escalation of U.S.-China trade 
tensions because its economy is more domestically driven. 
Exports only make up 21% of GDP compared with 44% in Korea 
and 50% in Taiwan. 

The BI (Indonesia’s central bank) has already cut its policy rate 
by 50 bps so far this year, to 5.5%. Due to easing external 
financing condition amid rate cuts in the U.S., we think that the 
BI could reduce interest rates further in coming quarters. Rate 
cuts will be boost domestic demand, in particular household 

consumption and corporate investments. 

Additionally, we think that Indonesia’s economy is supported by 
the re-election of President Jokowi that should reduce policy 
uncertainty and hence support business sentiment. Further, the 
government’s fiscal stimulus should increase in coming 
quarters, particularly in the shape of infrastructure investment. 
We forecast Indonesia’s growth to be steady at 5.2% this year, 
compared to 5.2% in 2018. 

05 Malaysian growth slowdown in H2 expected after strong Q2

Malaysia’s GDP growth was at 4.9% in Q2 this year, an 
improvement over the 4.5% in Q1 and higher than market 
expectations. This uptick was mainly driven by net exports with 
exports rising by 0.1% while imports declined by 2.1%. Private 
consumption grew strongly at 7.8%, while fixed investment 
contracted by 0.6%. Public consumption growth slowed to 0.3%. 

Despite the upside surprise, Malaysia’s economy is likely to slow 
down in the second half of this year. Exports may well be hurt 
not just by the trade dispute between the U.S. and China, but 
also by lower oil prices. Secondly, fixed investments are likely to 
suffer from weak business sentiment and ongoing fiscal 
consolidation. 

The BNM (Bank Negara Malaysia, the central bank) cut the 
reference interest rate by 25 bps in May and we believe that 
further rate cuts are likely to follow as a consequence of the 
slowing economy and uncertainty about global trade. 

In 2019, we forecast Malaysia’s GDP growth to be 4.5% 
compared to 4.7% in 2018. 

06 Singapore’s trade exposure may lead to currency response

Singapore’s economy is severely affected by the escalation of 
the U.S.- China trade war. Singapore’s GDP rose by a paltry 
0.1% YoY in Q2 after 1.1% in Q1, the weakest growth rate in 
nearly 10 years. On a QoQ basis, Singapore’s GDP contracted 
3.4% (seasonally adjusted annual rate) in Q2, the second decline 
in the past 12 months. All manufacturing, construction and 
service sectors contracted QoQ in Q2. 

As an export-oriented economy, Singapore faces further 
downside risks in growth in H2. Even though construction 
investment could recover on the back of major infrastructure 
projects, it is unlikely to fully offset the negative impact from 
external headwinds. 

Therefore, we think that the Monetary Authority of Singapore 
(MAS) is likely to ease monetary policy by lowering the nominal 
effective exchange rate slope in H2. The MAS uses its currency 
as its policy tool. Hence, Singapore’s domestic interest rate is 
determined by global interest rates and market expectations of 
the SGD exchange rate. As the Fed is more likely to cut rates 
further, we think that Singapore’s domestic rate could see 
downward pressure in coming months. We forecast Singapore’s 
GDP growth to be 1.0% in 2019, down from 3.1% in 2018. 

07 Portfolio implications

Due to slowing economic growth in Asia, we remain cautious 
over equities in this region in the near term. Downside risks in 
coming months are the escalation of U.S.-China trade tensions, 
corporate earnings downgrades and the uncertainty of the 
Fed’s monetary policies. 
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Meanwhile, we are constructive on Asian bonds thanks to 
resilient economic fundamentals in in the region. Besides, this 
asset class could be supported by likely Fed rate cuts and 
monetary loosening in Asian central banks in H2. The easing 
monetary environment both externally and domestically should 
be favorable to Asian bonds. Apart from the monetary easing, 
the Asian governments are also actively using fiscal stimulus 
measures to support the economies, particularly in China, 
Indonesia and India. These pro-growth measures should help 
Asian economies achieve a soft landing in H2 this year despite 
trade-related uncertainties. 

Chart 1: Export growth (% YoY, 3 month 
moving average)

Source: Datastream, Deutsche Bank AG. 
Data as of September 12, 2019. 

Glossary

The Bank Indonesia (BI) is the central bank of Indonesia.

The Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) is the central bank of Malaysia. 

The Bank of Korea (BoK) is the central bank if Korea. 

The Federal Reserve is the central bank of the United States. Its Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meets to determine 
interest rate policy. 

Gross domestic product (GDP) is the monetary value of all the finished goods and services produced within a country's borders in a 
specific time period.

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) is the central bank of Singapore.

The People’s Bank of China (PBoC) is the central bank of the People's Republic of China.

Purchasing manager indices (PMI) provide an indicator of the economic health of the manufacturing sector and are based on five 
major indicators: new orders, inventory levels, production, supplier deliveries and the employment environment. The composite PMI 
includes both manufacturing and services sectors.  They can be published by public sector or private agencies (e.g. Caixin, Nikkei).

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is the central bank of India. 

Reserve requirement ratios (RRR) determine the proportion of banks' deposit liabilities that must be held as reserves. 

SGD is the currency code for the Singapore dollar.

USD is the currency code for the U.S. Dollar. 
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security, financial instrument or other specific product, to conclude a transaction, or to provide any investment service or investment advice, or to 

provide any research, investment research or investment recommendation, in any jurisdiction. All materials in this communication are meant to be 
reviewed in their entirety.
If a court of competent jurisdiction deems any provision of this disclaimer unenforceable, the remaining provisions will remain in full force and effect. 

This document has been prepared as a general market commentary without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial 
circumstances of any investor. Investments are subject to generic market risks which derive from the instrument or are specific to the instrument or 
attached to the particular issuer. Should such risks materialise, investors may incur losses, including (without limitation) a total loss of the invested 

capital. The value of investments can fall as well as rise and you may not recover the amount originally invested at any point in time. This document 
does not identify all the risks (direct or indirect) or other considerations which may be material to an investor when making an investment decision. 
This document and all information included herein are provided “as is”, “as available” and no representation or warranty of any kind, express, implied 

or statutory, is made by Deutsche Bank regarding any statement or information contained herein or in conjunction with this document. All opinions, 
market prices, estimates, forward looking statements, hypothetical statements, forecast returns or other opinions leading to financial conclusions 
contained herein reflect Deutsche Bank’s subjective judgment on the date of this report. Without limitation, Deutsche Bank does not warrant the 

accuracy, adequacy, completeness, reliability, timeliness or availability of this communication or any information in this document and expressly 
disclaims liability for errors or omissions herein. Forward looking statements involve significant elements of subjective judgments and analyses and 
changes thereto and/or consideration of different or additional factors could have a material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual results 

may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained herein.
Deutsche Bank does not assume any obligation to either update the information contained in this document or inform investors about available 
updated information. The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice and based on a number of assumptions which 

may not prove valid, and may be different from conclusions expressed by other departments within Deutsche Bank. Although the information 
contained in this document has been diligently compiled by Deutsche Bank and derived from sources that Deutsche Bank considers trustworthy and 
reliable, Deutsche Bank does not guarantee or cannot make any guarantee about the completeness, fairness, or accuracy of the information and it 

should not be relied upon as such. This document may provide, for your convenience, references to websites and other external sources. Deutsche 
Bank takes no responsibility for their content and their content does not form any part of this document. Accessing such external sources is at your 
own risk. Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of an investment adviser, whether any 

investments and strategies described or provided by Deutsche Bank, are appropriate, in light of their particular investment needs, objectives, 
financial circumstances and instrument specifics. When making an investment decision, potential investors should not rely on this document but only 
on what is contained in the final offering documents relating to the investment. As a global financial services provider, Deutsche Bank from time to 

time faces actual and potential conflicts of interest. Deutsche Bank’s policy is to take all appropriate steps to maintain and operate effective 
organisational and administrative arrangements to identify and manage such conflicts. Senior management within Deutsche Bank are responsible 
for ensuring that Deutsche Bank’s systems, controls and procedures are adequate to identify and manage conflicts of interest. Deutsche Bank does 

not give tax or legal advice, including in this document and nothing in this document should be interpreted as Deutsche Bank providing any person 
with any investment advice. Investors should seek advice from their own tax experts, lawyers and investment advisers in considering investments 
and strategies described by Deutsche Bank. Unless notified to the contrary in a particular case, investment instruments are not insured by any 

governmental entity, not subject to deposit protection schemes and not guaranteed, including by Deutsche Bank. This document may not be 
reproduced or circulated without Deutsche Bank’s express written authorisation. Deutsche Bank expressly prohibits the distribution and transfer of 
this material to third parties. Deutsche Bank accepts no liability whatsoever arising from the use or distribution of this material or for any action 

taken or decision made in respect of investments mentioned in this document the investor may have entered into or may enter in future.
The manner of circulation and distribution of this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including, without limitation, 
the United States. This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or 

located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or 
regulation or which would subject Deutsche Bank to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction not currently met. Persons into 
whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such restrictions. Past performance is no 

guarantee of future results; nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation, warranty or prediction as to future performance. Further 
information is available upon investor’s request.

Kingdom of Bahrain
For Residents of the Kingdom of Bahrain: This document does not constitute an offer for sale of, or participation in, securities, derivatives or funds 
marketed in Bahrain within the meaning of Bahrain Monetary Agency Regulations. All applications for investment should be received and any 

allotments should be made, in each case from outside of Bahrain. This document has been prepared for private information purposes of intended 
investors only who will be institutions. No invitation shall be made to the public in the Kingdom of Bahrain and this document will not be issued, 
passed to, or made available to the public generally. The Central Bank (CBB) has not reviewed, nor has it approved, this document or the marketing 

of such securities, derivatives or funds in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Accordingly, the securities, derivatives or funds may not be offered or sold in 
Bahrain or to residents thereof except as permitted by Bahrain law. The CBB is not responsible for performance of the securities, derivatives or 
funds.

State of Kuwait
This document has been sent to you at your own request. This presentation is not for general circulation to the public in Kuwait. The Interests have 

not been licensed for offering in Kuwait by the Kuwait Capital Markets Authority or any other relevant Kuwaiti government agency. The offering of
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